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The purpose of this thesis is to dctcmline how and to what extent can the 
Department of the Department of the Navy's Value Engineering Program be 
utilized in the acquisition of computer sofware. A review of professionailiterature 
such as journals, periodicals, and research reports provide the background 
information necessary to explain potential relationships between Value Engineering 
(VE) and computer soflware. Surveys were submitted to all Department of 
Defense (DOD) Program Managers, U.S. Navy Systems Conunands, and Defense 
Contract Management Command Districl~ to detennine how senior DOD 
management currently perceives the VE computer software reLationship. An 
analysis of the data resulted in the following conclusions: (0 the Federal 
Acquisition Regulation part 4R does apply to software, however, it was written with 
an emphasis on hardware and unit cost reduction; (2) the methodologies of VE do 
apply to computer software development and acquisition; (3) DOD software 
acquisition policies do not effectively suppon the utilization of VE; and (4) 
contracting personnel and Program Managers require additional training in software 
development. Value Engineering is an effective contracting tool that can offer 
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The purpose of this thesis is tc develop an underst.anding 
of the Va l ue Engineering prcgram wi t.::tin t.he Depart.ment. cf ehe 
Navy , to what. ext.ent. it. is currently be i ng ut.ilized, and most 
import.ant.ly, how t.he concept.s of Value 3ngineering can be 
appl ied t.o comput.er software procuremer.t.s. This chapt.er 
provides an cverview addressing the potential applicat.ion of 
Value Engineering to comput.er soft.ware, t.he underlying issues 
t.hat. have made comput.er soft.ware a crit.ical management 
concern, and conc l udes with a brief arganizaticn of th i s 
research. 
B. OVERVIEW 
Value Engineering originated during World War II as the 
result of int.ense mobilization requirements and the inherent 
material shortages that were experienced in order to the meet 
the tremendous demands of the Unit.ed States' war fight.ing 
machine. To relieve the stress of material short.ages, 
subst.it.ute materials were utilized to the maximum extent. 
possible provided that the value and funct.ional utility of t.he 
end product were not compromi sed. In 1947, Lawrence Miles 
developed the methodology or philosophy which became known as 
Value Engineering. Anot.her term known as Value Analysis is 
used synonymously wi th Value Engir.eerir.g. This research paper 
wil l consistently use the term Value Engineering for 
simplicit.y and clarit.y. 
In the Department of Defense (DOD), Value Eng i n e ering is 
defined as, 
A systematic effort directed at analyzing the 
functional requirements of DOD systems, equipment, 
facilities, procedures, and supplies for the 
purpose of achievi ng the essential functions at the 
lowest total cost consistent with the needed 
performance, reliability, quality, and 
maintainability. [Ref. 29: P. 1- 2] 
The general term "p r ocedures · in the definition above 
lends itself to the app l ication of software. Software 
development is predominately a procedure intensive process 
similar to that of a manufacturing process. Development of 
both software and hardware typically u ses processes whi ch 
consist of a number of structured phases. Value Engineeri ng 
is direct l y applicable to a manufactur i ng process in that any 
structured process can be changed in such a way as to increase 
value to both the customer and the manufacturer. The 
researcher will demonstrate throughout this paper that a 
software development process can also be changed in such a way 
so as to achieve additional value to the customer and software 
manufacturer by applying the methodologies of Val ue 
Engineering to the software development and acquisition 
process. 
At this point a definition of "value" is appropriate. 
The definition of value is: (1) t he worth of a thing in money 
or goods at a certain time, and/or (2) the utility of an item 
direct l y or indirectly satisfyi ng a recognized need [Ref. 2: 
P.23J. The primary emphasis of Value Engineering inc l udes: 
(1) The i dentification of costs as unnecessary and (2) The 
decision making which will eliminate the identif i ed 
unnecessary cost [Ref. 19: P.vii]. 
Of particular concern at the Congressional level is the 
spiraling cost of computer software in the Department of 
Defense. I n the early 19808, DOD expended less than ten 
bil l ion dollars annually on software development and support 
cost. Recent l y, DOD spent between $24 billion to $32 billion 
annually. This figure represents approximately ten percent of 
the Defense budget . However, approximate software 
o,xper.ditu=es for fiscal year 1994 c.ave .::'eac:'1ed $42 billion. It 
is escimated that by the year 2008, softwa=e developmer.t and 
support costs will represer.t 2::Jt of the Defense budget. 
lRef . .1: : 2 . 1] 
::uDM R::obert M. ~oore, while C::orr.:nander of Naval 
Infornation Systems l'o'4r.agement Ce:1ter i n l'o'.arch 1993 defined 
the importance of softwa r e by stating tr.at, 
At one time, i.t was the ha=dware that supported t~e 
miss::'o:1. Today, the ~ardware is .::'ache.::' generic, 
capab::'e of supporting a:lY mission. I t is t~e 
software that provides the real fur.ctior.ality. 
peE. 23: P .10] 
To illuscrate how sophisticated weapon systems have 
become over t::'me, a review of the amount of software code 
contained in them p r ovides a relative i r.dication. For 
example, fighter ai.::'craft during the Vietnam era had software 
systems that conta::'ned fewer than 100,000 lines of software 
code. Today's fighter aircraft can easily contain up to six 
or seven million lines of code. According to some estimates 
the ballist::'c missi::'e defense syst.em or the St r ategic Defense 
:nitiati ve, could have 40 million to 100 mill i on lines of 
code. [Ref. 31: P.2J Today's weapon systems field 
impressive technological capabilities that are all software 
dependent co support miss:'on requirements. However, wi th the 
ever increasing demand for high technology weapon systems wit.:'1 
add i tional capabilities to meet and counte.::' new and 
sophisticate d threats to our e xisting systems, the resulting 
demands for software advances increase tremendously. 
'';nf ortunately, software development f or new systems can take 
up to 10 years or more to develop and within that time threat 
assessments can and do change which require corresponding 
changes to the software development. As a result, software 
costs have spiraled out of control w::'th no rel::'ef in sight. 
Software acquisition is an integral part of the major 
weapon system acqu i sition process. This research will 
identify how the illethodolog~es and goals of the Value 
Engineering program can be u sed ':.0 enhance the acquisit~on 
process for computer software. 
C . RESEARCH OBJECTIVE 
The purpose of this :.hesis is to develop an understandir.g 
of how the Department of the Navy rr.anages its Value 
Engineering program with respect to computer software 
acquisition, and to what extent the methodologies of VE could 
be ut ilized to reduce ever increasing computer software costs. 
It is t he goal of the researcher to provide the means 
necessary for acquisition personnel to seriously consider 
using VE methodologies as a tool to incentivize defense 
contractor performance while reducing overall contract cost 
and still maintain appropriate levels of "Value". 
Furthermore, it is hoped that this thesis will provide readers 
with the information necessary to exploit and incorporate 
acquisition streamlining in all contractual applications of VE 
to the maximum extent possible. 
D. RESEARCH QO'ESTIQNS 
The primary research question is derived from the above 
research objective and asks: How and to what extent can the 
Deoartment of the Navv' S Val ue Engineed ng program be \!tilized 
in the acmdsjt i on of computer software? 
The following subsidiary research questions were 
developed to assist in answering the primary research 
question: 
~. What are the principa~ features of the (J.S. 
Navy's VE program? 
2. What is the role of the Value Engineering Change 
Proposal (VECP) and how is it applied to VE? 
3 . 'rihat characteristics , if any, of ccmputer 
software acquisition a.re ~ost pertinent tc t he 
applicati on o f VE concepts? 
4. Hcw do U.S. Navy contractors and i n-house 
personnel view the concept of VE with regards to 
computer software acqt.:isition? 
s. What approach, if any, should the U.S. Navy use 
to facilitate the application of VE/VECPs to 
computer software acquisition? 
E. SCOPB OF RESEARCH 
Thif!l thesis develops an understanding of the U. S. Navy's 
Value Enginee ring program and how it can be more successfully 
applied to the procurement of computer software. This study 
will apply the concepts of VE to the basic principles of 
software development and acquisition. It is not within the 
scope of this study to provide an indepth understanding of 
software engineering and development. Furthermore, it is 
assumed that the reader has a basic understanding of 
acquisi tion concepts, terminology, as well as the basics of 
major weapon systems acquisition. 
F. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
The research methodology utilized i n this study involved 
a comprehensive review of current literature and surveys 
submitted to DOD Program Managers (PM), Defense Contract 
Management Command personnel, and to personnel at the 
following: Naval Air Systems Command; Naval Sea Systems 
Command; and Space and Naval Warfare Systems Command. The 
literature research included a review of: (1) professional 
journals and periodicals; {2) research reports published by 
United States military postgraduate schools; and (3) United 
States Department of Defense publications. The survey 
questionnaire is presented in the Appendix. 
G. CHAPTER OUTLINE 
Chapter I provides an introduction to the thesis ir. such 
a way as to construct a framework for the problems of software 
acqu i sit~on > The potential application of Value Engir.eering 
to allev~ate those problems as a possible solution is 
suggested . Chapter II discusses the U.S. Navy's current Value 
Engineering Program and the application of VECPs. It also 
discusses the contractual provisions as outl ined in the 
Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR). An outline of various 
Goverrunent authority directives as it applies to Value 
Engineering is also discussed. Chapter III includes a 
discussion of Value Engineering and its current/potential 
application to software acquisition. Unique characteristics 
of software acquisition are examined. An analysis of Value 
Engineering methodologies is presented in terms of actual and 
potential usage of the VECP in the application of computer 
software acquisition. Chapter IV includes a discussion 
regarding the challenges of acquisition regarding software in 
today's military environment. Additionally, the current 
perceptions of key acquisition/software engineering personnel 
will be discussed as i t applies to this study. Chapter V will 
address conclusions and recommendations, provide detailed 
answers to the research questions and suggest additional areas 
for further research in Value Engineering and computer 
software acquisition. 
II, DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE VALUE ENGINEERING 
INTRODUCTION 
To develop an understand ing of Val ue Engineering as 
curren~ly utilized within the DOD, tr.is chapter will firs~ 
provide a brief background out l ining the origin and central 
themes of Val ue Engineering . An analysis of current 
regul ations as it applies to Value Engineering ::'n Federal 
con~ract.ing 'Hill also be discussed in order to provide the 
framework necessary ~o address the research questions. 
Finally, this chapter will conclude with a discussion of the 
most current Value Engineering issues t.:'a~ are affecting the 
way the DOD is responding to increased defense cO!rol1itments and 
reduced budgets. An example of a 
engineering change wil l be provided 
applicability of Value Engineering to a 
B. THE BACJ:GROUND OF VALlJE ENGINEERING 
systems type value 
to demons~ra~e the 
"system .• 
In DOD, Va l ue Engineering applies to hardware, and 
software; development, production and manufacturing 
specifications; standards, contract requirements, and other 
acquisition program documentation; facilities design and 
construction; and management or organizational systems and 
processes to i mprove the resul ting products. [Ref. 291 The 
:nain objective of Value Engineering is t.o obtain the saIne 
function or performance standard at the lowest cost possible. 
Value Engineering can be successful, however, if function or 
utility to the end-user can be increased wi t-hou t absorbing 
additional costs. Value can be increased by (1) ::'mproving the 
utility of something with no change in c os t , (2) retaining the 
same utility for less cost, or (3) combining improved ut i lity 
with a decrease in cost. Optimum value i s achieved when all 
criteria are met at the lowest overall cos t. [Ref. 29: O'.1-4 J 
Lawrence D. Miles , a General Electric err,ployee was the 
first to develop t he ideas of VE shortly after World War II. 
His ef forts ultimately led to the subject of Value 
Engineering/Val ue Analysis. Interestingly enough, Value 
Engineering is not a rigid science like other engineering 
disciplines. Mr. Miles defined Value Engineering as, 
A philosophy implemented by the use of a specific 
set of techniques, a body of knowledge, and a group 
of learned skills. It is an organized creative 
approach which has for its purpose the efficient 
identification of unnecessary cost." [Ref. 19: P.l] 
Furthermore, he inunediately saw the beneficia l implications VE 
had to offer an organization besides added value and lower 
costs. Mr. Miles recognized that his "philosophy", if 
understood correctly and accepted in the organization, 
affected all the vital branches of an organization such as 
engineering, manufacturing, marketing, procurement, sales, 
quality control, and management. He believed it was important 
for an organization to have its departments share a conunon 
cause to champion, which if done correctly, would ultimately 
further the goals of the organization as a whole. The concept 
of team work in supporting a common cause, such as attaining 
the highest levels of value possible in an item, can be the 
genesis of success for any organization trying to survive in 
a compet itive environment. [Ref. 19] 
Mr Miles designed his approach to Value Engineering from 
a basic prospect ive . First, he developed three simple steps 
to accomplish a study in Value Engineering followed by five 
basic questions to achieve the desired results of enhanced 
value . The three basic steps are: 
(1) Identify the function. 
(2) Evaluate the function by comparison . 
(3) Cause value alternatives to be developed. 
The five bas i c questi0:13 of eacb Value 3ngineering study 
atterqJts to answe::- the following: 
(1) What is the i t em? 
(2) What does it case? 
(3) What does it do? 
(4) What else would do tr.e job? 
{S) What would t:1.e alternative cost? [Ref. 19: P.14- 1 8] 
c. WHERE DOES VALUE ENGINEERING START? 
Value Engineering produces the most beneficial results , 
particularly savings, if applied in the earliest stages of 
design for a system or equipment. A well thought out Value 
Engineering program that is implemented in the design stage or 
"still on the drawing board" will reduce the need to retool 
production facilities in the future. Cos ts associated with 
operations , maintenance, and support elements can also be 
minimized as a result. [Ref. 17: P.438] 
In today's competitive business environment, Value 
Engineering is becoming a strategic tool to capture market 
share in order to "provide better customer value for 
equivalent cost or equivalent customer value for a lower cost 
(Ref . 7: P.39). H This is accomp l ished using a relatively new 
business strategy known as "Targe t Pricing" and "Target 
Costing". With Target Pricing/Target Costing, an existing 
product is re - designed and re - developed with a target price 
and target cost that will provide some guarantee of success in 
t he market place. Value Engineering is the vehicle that is 
applied to this re-design/re-development process to achieve 
the target price and target cost whi le maintaining maximum 
value to the customer. The Japanese automotive industry has 
been very successful in competing with t heir American 
counterparts by correctly focus ing on effective Value 
Engineering techniques. [Ref. 17 . P.438] 
Figure l shows the importance of using Value Engineering 
i n the des~gn stages of a product by reviewing the nature of 




Figure 1 From Ref [17] 
Mt;tg .. Diat.,} Value-
and. Chain 
~ Servo Functions 
Costs are "locked in~ because management/technical decisions 
have been made early in the design stage. These "locked in" 
oosts drive the overall cost of the item throughout the 
LO 
develop:nent stage. Cost ':ncurrence are costs that are 
recognized at the ti:ne a cost is ':ncurred during development. 
I t can be seen that locked in costs drive ':ncurred cost 
because decisions have been made in the design stage . [Ref . 6] 
Since a product rr.ay be in service for over a century or 
more, it rr.ay well be useful to apply Value Engineering lat.er 
i:1 the service life of a system or equipment.. Specific 
application require:nents of any equipment or system rray change 
over time, whe~ll.er it is timed in days or years, but the 
function still remains the same. A good example of this would 
be the automobile since the manufacturing process in this 
industry drama~ically changes when customers expect more for 
their money as technology improves. 
Regardless of the time- frame involved in the overall 
service life of a product. Value Engineering should be applied 
if additional value and profitability will result. Value 
Engineering st'J.dies have resulted in improvements in numerous 
applications and resulted in: 
(I l Service life extension. 
(2) Reduced repair costs. 
(3) Reduced packaging 
procedures /mat.erials. 
by improving 
(4) Elimination or significant improvement of the 
function. [Ref. 29: P.2-S] 
D. VALUE KNGINlUi:RING IN DOD CON'l'RACTS 
1. The 'adaral Acquisition Regulation 
The main objective of Value Engineering in contracting is 
to reduce costs while maintaining or improving quality. DOD 
adheres to t.he guidance of the Federal Acquisition Regulation 
(FAR) which discusses the policies and procedures for using 
Value Engineering in contracts. Value 3ngineering clauses are 
required on acquisition contracts, including subcontracts, 
exceeding $100, 000. The contracting officer ~y require a 
Value Engineering clause for contracts under $100, 000 if it is 
be~ieved that potential savings can be achieved. The FAR 
requires the contracting officer to exempt Value 3ngineering 
clauses from the following solicitations and contracts: 
(1) For research and deve l opment other than full 
scale deve l opment. 
(2) For engineering services from not-far-profit or 
nonprofit organizations. 
(3) Providing for product or component improvement, 
unless the VE incentive application is restricted 
to areas not covered by provisions for product 
improvement. 
(4) For personal services. 
(5) For cormnercial products that do not involve 
packaging specifications or other special 
requirements or specifications. 
(6) When the agency head has exempted VE from the 
contract requirements. [Ref. 11: P.48-2] 
Further guidance to assist contracting officers and 
contractors can be found in MIL-STD-1771A , "Value Engineering 
program Requirements Clause". 
A Value Engineering Change proposal (VECP) is a proposal 
submitted by a contractor, under the provisions of the FAR, 
that recommends a change in a contract specification, design, 
or process which would ultimately lower the project's life 
cycle cost to the Government [Ref, 35]. The contractor 
submits a VECP through an incent ive (voluntary) approach or 
through a mandatory approach. VEeps approved by the 
Government which result in contract savings are known as 
"acquisition savingsft and may make the contractor eligible to 
share a percentage of the savings with the Government through 
12 
a reduction in the cost of the contract ACC[.lisition aavings 
include, 
( 1) Tnstant cont.ract savings The :let cost 
reductions on the contract under which the VEep is 
submitted and accepted, and which are equal to the 
instant unit cost reduction multiplied by the 
number of instant contract units affected by the 
VECP, less the contractor's allowable development 
and implementation costs (Ref. 11: P.48-1]. 
(2) Concurrent contract savings Net reduction in 
the prices of o:.her contracts that are defi:litized 
and ongoing at the time the VECP is accepted 
[Ref. 35: P.8-11. 
(3 ) FlIture contract savings T:,e product of the 
future unit cost reduction multiplied by the number 
of future contract units sc:,eduled for delivery 
during the sharing period. If the instant contract 
is a mUltiyear, future contract savings include 
savings on quantities funded after VEep proposal 
[Ref. 11; P.48-1). 
(4) Cql l ateral Savings. The measurable net 
reductions resulting from a VEep in the agency's 
overall projected collateral cost, exclusive of 
acquisition savings, whether or not the acquisition 
cost changes [Ref. 11: P.48 - 1]. 
(5) Contractor'S Develqpment and Implementation 
~ Those costs the contractor incurs on a VEep 
specifically in developing, testing, preparing, and 
submitting the VEep, as required by Government 
acceptance of a VEep [Ref. 11: P.48 - 1]. 
Under the incentive approach, the contractor employs his 
resources to develop a Value Engineering program and 
submits VECPs, based on his own efforts, to the contracting 
officer_ This approach is particularly useful since it gives 
an enterprising contractor the ability to challenge the status 
quo on his own terms. However, the contractor is reimbursed 
for allowable development and implementation costs only when 
the VEep is approved. [Ref. 11: P.48-2) 
Under the mandatory approach, a Value Engineering Program 
13 
Requi::-ements Clause (VEPRC) is required. The contractor is 
~ec;uired to perform a specific level of Value Engineering 
effort to achieve savings. Under this approach, the 
Government feels there is sufficient potential to achieve cost 
savings and may consider the contractor financially incapable 
or reluctant to perform Value Engineering on their owo. 
Therefore, the Government will pay for or provide the 
contractor with the necessary resources which will enable a 
contractor to submit VECPs to the contracting officer. Any 
cost sharing under the mandatory clause wi ll make the 
contractor eligible for a lower percentage of the savings, if 
any, which are otherwise available under the voluntary clause. 
The contracting officer makes the determination whether 
or not a voluntary incentive or mandatory VE clause is 
required. Under the mandatory clause, the Government incurs 
additional risks since there is no guarantee the contractor 
will be able to submit VECPs that will support the 
Government's investment. This is likely to occur when a 
system is new and has a relatively unstable design and 
manufacturing process. However, recall from Figure 1 that the 
greatest potential for cost savings occurs in the earliest 
stages for design where the need for Value Engineering is the 
greatest. When an item or system has a relatively stable 
design or manufacturing process, the voluntary or incentive 
clause would be considered more appropriate. [Ref. 12: P.17] 
The VECP is submitted to the contracting officer as a 
detailed justification which outlines and docwnents exactly 
how contract savings can be achieved. The VECP is the same 
thing as an engineering change proposal (ECP) with one 
exception. The VECP is specifically intended to produce cost 
savings for the contract while maintaining the original 
function of the item. It is a proposal that requires: 
(1) A change in the instant contract against which 
the proposal is being submitted. 
14 
(2) Contract cost reducticn w"-t21out impairing 
desired functions nrovided that it does not invol ve 
a change: -
(a) In deliverab l e quantities only . 
(b) In research a:J.d development quantities or 
test quantities due solely to results of 
previcus testing under the instant contract. 
To the contract type only. 
29: P. 3- 3] 
Table 1 lists the VECP share ratios. It can be seen that 
a contractor gains more when the voluntary apprcach applies. 
Table 1 
Goverr.ment/Contractor Shares of vEep Savings 






INSTANT FUTURE/ INSTANT 
CONCURRENT 












50/50 50/50 75/25 
50/50 




• SAME AS THE SHARINli RATIO IN THE CONTRACT PROH REP L.l..1 
It should be noted that these ratios may be negotiable based 
on need and available funding. 
When a contractor submits a VEep, the contracting officer 
has 45 days to accept it or reject it. If more than 45 days 
are required for the Government to review a VEep, the 
contracting officer is required to notify the contractor in 
writing detailing the reasons for the delay and the 
anticipated date a decision is expected to be made. The VEep 
may be accepted in complete or partial form . The decision to 
accept or reject a vEep or the determination of collateral 
cost or collateral sharing rates are not subject to the 
disputes clause. [Ref. 11; p.4a-3] 
When the VEep is submitted for review and approval, the 
following will be evaluated to determine the feasibility of 
the proposal ; 
(1) The relative merit of the proposed change 
versus the unchanged item. 
(2) The technical competence of the personnel and 
the facilities required to accomplish the change. 
(3) The manhour backlog to incorporate changes 
that have already been approved. 
(4) The affect of spares, repair parts, data, and 
publications. 
(5) The affect on the delivery schedule. 
(6) The affect on training and training equipment. 
(7) The affect on test and support equipment. 
(a) The availability of funds. 
(9) The affect on reliability and maintainability. 
(10) The return on investment [Ref. 12: p.4aj 
If the VEep is approved, the contracting officer will 
negotiate the amount of cost savings with the contractor. To 
determine what is fair and reasonable for both the Government 
and the contractor, the extent of the change to the contract 
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as a whole :nust be determined In other 'II/ords, the impact on 
each of the affected CCJst ele:nents when they are compared to 
tr.e original cCJntract must be taker. into aCCOU:lt. Other 
th~ngs ':.0 consider would include the impact on concurrent and 
future contracts involving the saine type of item. It is 
sometimes difficult to determine exactly where savi:lgs should 
be def i ned when looking forward throughout the service life of 
a certa i n product since user requirerr.ents char.ge over time. 
:t is ir. the best int.erest. of the Government to avoid 
paying large sums of money for savings if the est i mat.ed life 
span of ' an equipment or system is actually shorter than 
original esti:nates predicted. It is clearly a challenge to 
gauge the true :neasure of contract savings when implementing 
a VEep, particularly when the na':.ure of the CO:1tract is 
extremely technical. Great care must be taken when 
determi:1ing the re l ative change a VECP has on the contract and 
the corresponding savings attributed to that change in order 
for the Government to realize maximum value from the Value 
3ngineering clause. 
For major weapon systems procurements, the FAR requires 
a Value Engineering Program Requirement Clause (VEPRC) for 
ini tial production buys. Figure 2 outlines the basic 
acquisition framework for the service life of a ma j or weapon 
system. The acquisition process begins with the determination 
of a mission need and progresses through five distinct 
milestones and phases. The Defense Acquisition Board (DAB), 
chaired by the Under Secretary of Defense (Acquisition and 
Technology) USD(A&T), conducts an exhaustive milestone review 
to determi ne : 
(1) Where the program is versus where the program 
should be; 
(2) Where the program is going and how the Program 
Manager proposes to get there; 
(3 ) What risks exist in che program and how the 
Program Manager will ~der:tify and close those 
risks; 
(4) Is the Program Manager's prop osed approach 
affordable. [Ref. 28: P.ll-C-l) 
ACQUISITION MILESTONES .. PHASES 
Pigura 2 From Ref [28] 
When the USD (A&T) is confident t hat all the pertinent 
issues have been addressed, he will grant approval for the 
program to proceed to the next phase. The introduction of VB 
is required at Milestone III, production approval. The VEPRC 
is not required when in the contracting officer's judgment, 
the cont r ac t or has demonstrated an effective Va lue 
Engineering program or the contract award was based o n 
adequate competition. [Ref. 11 : P.48-2 J 
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2. Office of Management and Budget Circular No. A- l3 ! 
To effectively carry out che Congressional requirements 
ouclined in t he FAR, the Executive b::-anch cOITl.'1lunicates 
specific instructions to all Federal Agen c ies via OMB 
Circulars . On 21 May 1993, :'he ther, Director of the Office of 
Management and Budget, Leon Panetta, re leased the latest 
update regarding Value Engineering which requires additional 
procedural emphasis in reporting and recordskeeping, planning 
and review, a!1d funding considerations in a:1nual budget 
requests to OMB. Additionally, the use of Value Engineering 
is now required to inc lude the use of a product. service, and 
process improvement orientation. [Ref. 35: P. 2] The Value 
Engineering emphasis which focuses on a process improvement 
orientation is more cO:1ducive to a software development 
environment. Specifically, Circular A-131 requires Federal 
Agencies to: 
CIse Value Engineering as a management tool, where 
appropriate, to ensure realistic budgets, identify 
and remove nonessential capital and operating 
costs, and improve and maintain optimum quali t y of 
program and acquisition functions. Senior 
management will establish and maintain VE programs, 
procedures, and processes to provide for the 
aggressive, systematic development and maintenance 
of the most effective, efficient, and economical 
and environmentally- sound arrangements for 
conducting the work of agencies, and to provide a 
sound basis for identifying and reporting 
accomplishments. [Ref. 35: P.2] 
OMB Circular A- 1 31 encourages the use o f othe r management 
techniques in conjunction with Value Engineering to achieve 
reduced costs. These techniques include, but are not limited 
to, design - to-cost, total quality management, life cycle 
costing, and concurrent engineering. [Ref. 35] 
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3. Value Engineering Guidance For DOD and Navy Use 
With OMB A·131 directing Federal agencies to use Va ~ue 
Engineering, DOD implements its Value Engineering Program 
tr.rough DOD Instruction 5000. 2 of 23 February 1991 which is 
policy and procedure for acquis~tion management. DOD policy 
to require Value Engineering in tr.e design for 
manufacturing and production. Reporting and forrr.at 
requirements are also listed to enable the DOD components to 
submit their annual statistical summaries of Value Engineering 
accompliehments to OMB. [Ref. 29} 
Major systems commands within the Navy draft Value 
Engineer i ng instructions wh ich are tai l ored to their 
individual organizations. For example, the Naval Air Systems 
Command (NAVAIR) promulgates its policy in an instruction to 
all headquarters and field components of the Naval Aviation 
Systems Team (TEAM) . This instruction incorporates guidance 
directly from the FAR, OMB Circular A-13l, and DOD Instruction 
5000 .2. Specific VE responsibilities are outlined for senior 
management personnel and individual field activities within 
NAVAIR i n order to implement an effective Value Engineering 
program. [Ref. 30} 
E. VALUE ENGINEERING: A NEW DIRECTION 
1. The Perry Memorandum 
In June 1994, the Secretary of Defense, Dr. William J. 
Perry released a memorandum which directed a new way of doing 
business in DOD with regards to specifications and standards. 
This memorandum directs the use of performance specifications 
for programs in any acquisition category. When performance 
specifications cannot meet requirements, then non-Government 
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standards or cOmr:lercial standards are ::-equlred. In the event 
perforrrance or commercial standards car.noo: be used to satisfy 
an acquisition require~ent, a waiver ~ust be granted by the 
Milestone Decision Authority for use of a military standard or 
specification. Repler,ishir.g existing inver.tories do not 
require waivers. (Ref. 22] 
Perry also encourages the use of the Value 
E,",gineering no· cost sett:ement method in existing cono:racts . 
The FAR discusses the no-cost settlement ~ethod as follows: 
To rr.inir.1ize the administrative cost for both 
parties where there is a known continuing 
requirement Eor the unit, consideration shoul d be 
given to the settle~ent of a VECP sub~itted against 
the VE incentive c l ause of the contract at no cost 
to either party. Under this method of settlement, 
the cont ractor would keep all of the savings on the 
instant contract, and al l savings on its concurrent 
contracts only. The Government would keep all 
savings resul ting from concurrent contracts placed 
on other sources, savings from all future 
contracts, and all collateral savings. Use of this 
method must be by mutual agreement of both parties 
for individual VECPs. [Ref. 11: P.49 -4] 
The significance of using performance and commercial 
specifications is significant to Value Engineering. In a 
Value Engineering study, all aspects of the item or process 
are challenged to suggest alternatives that would either lower 
cost, increase value, and maintain function. By eliminating 
military specifications and standards, the ability to suggest 
a lternatives is expected to be considerably less restrictive. 
This is because performance and conunercial specifications have 
the potential to offer a wider range of alternatives 
achieve a higher degree of value for an item . 
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2. 104th Congress H.R. 719 
On 27 January 1995, Represer.tative Collins of Illinois 
ir. t.roduced H.R. 719 which is cited as the "Systematic 
Application of Value Engineering Act of :995. " This 
legislation, if enacted, will require the development of 
criteria to ass is t Federal and cont r actor employees i n 
identifying pro j ects t hat have the h i ghest potent i a l for 
sav i ngs when the methodo logies of Value Engineerir.g are 
appl i ed. H.R. 7 19 emphasizes the need to apply Value 
Engineering in the early stages of deve lopment o r design of an 
item or process in order to reduce life-cycle costs. Two 
rather enterprising proposals in this bill regarding Value 
Engineering acquisition savings are: 
(A) Fifty percent shall be available to the agency 
for project, system, or development; and use for 
programs in effect on the date of the enactment of 
the Act under which incentives are provided to 
emp loyees of the agency to identify and implement 
methods for achieving savings in programs, 
proj ects, systems, and product development of the 
agency. 
(B) Fifty percent shall be deposited in the 
general fund of the Treasury and used to reduce the 
Federal debt. [Ref. 36] 
When used appropriatel y, Value Engineering is recognized 
as an effective cost saving tool. The legislative l anguage i n 
H.R. 71.9 indicates that Congress fully supports the c oncepts 
of Value Engineering and intends to ensure that it receives 
appropriate management attention throughout the Federal 
Government. 
F, A VALUE ENGINEERING SYSTEMS EXAMPLE 
A':. th is pO in':. it is appropriate to provide an example oE 
che application of Value Engineering t.o a system or process . 
This is done in o~der to assist. the reader in relating the 
basic concepts of Value ,,!1gineering to a software development 
process. 
Purchasi:1g ager.ts for the State cf New Mexico were tasked 
::0 reduce the amoun': of mailing costs for standard documents 
that were regularly mailed to their stat.e res idents . A Value 
Engineering study was conducted to analyze the complete 
f·J.uc::ion of the entire mailing process. Key personnel such as 
systems anal yst, buyer, and office personnel were invited to 
participate in the s::.udy so that inefficient costs could be 
challenged. The resulting changes to the old system saved the 
s~ate in excess $250,000 per year. Significant changes 
inc:'uded; 
(1) Redesigning and reducing the number of forms 
used. 
(2) Producing standard forms in-house vice 
purchasing them from commercial sources. 
(3) Programming computer operated mailing systems 
to mail multiple documents in one envelop to the 
same address vice mailing Single documents multiple 
times. [Ref. 8: P.575] 
Regardless of the system or process that is involved, 
none are perfect and inefficiencies or alternatives can 
always be challenged in order to increase value to the end 
The same holds true in theory to a software development 
process. Software process improvement is a continual 
assessment of development practices which seeks to eliminate 
inefficiencies and introduce refinements. It is difficult to 
define and institute an organization wide process that 
complies with t he goals of Software Engineering Institute's 
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capability Maturity Model ICMM). Each software development 
proj ect is driven by very intelligent human beings, but by 
thei r very nature they have yet to achieve levels of "ultimate 
perfection~ beyond that defined in the DlM. [Ref. 20J 
G. StlMMARy 
Val'J.e Engineering is a relatively easy concep t to 
understand. It is well documented throughout Federal 
Government and when used appropriately it is a proven method 
to reduce cost and increase value to the end user. To be 
successful Value Engineering requires constant management 
attention to achieve acceptable levels participat ion . Despite 
the high levels of success Value Engineering has experienced 
in the past, additional emphasis is warranted to dea l with the 
financial realities associated with the post Cold War era. 
Chapter III will discuss Value Engineering concepts that 
involve software development and acquisition. 
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III. SOFTWARE VALUE ENGINEERING APPLICATIONS 
A. OVERVIEW 
As stated earl ier, the rising cost of software 
acquisition is consuming an increasing percentage of t:"1e DOD 
budget each year. In 1994, DOD software costs were 
approximately 42 billion dol lars and future costs wi l l 
continue to escalate. [Ref. 20] As weapon syste~s become more 
comp l ex, the software development effort required to 
successfully field these systems increases. It is not 
unCO!lL"Tlon for the development of software in today's weapon 
systems to experience cost overrur.s, schedule delays, and 
perfo::::mance problems. These problems can be the result of 
inadequat.e management at tention, ill-defined system 
requirement, and inadequate testing . With the high cost of 
such weapon systems, reasonable expectations from the public 
demand fully functional systems. [Ref. 32; P.1-3) 
Value Engineering is recognized as an effective cost 
cutting technique for weapons and systems programs, but has 
not been used to its fullest extent. [Ref. 34; P.2-4] The 
National Performance Review has recommended using performance 
based contracting incentives such as Value Engineering bonuses 
to encourage better vendor performance for Information 
Technology procurements. 
Value Engineering and Software Engineering are both 
"people" businesses in that both diSCiplines require 
exceptional "thought processes" in order to be successful. 
However, there is little evidence to suggest that the 
methodologies of Value Engineering actually support the 
acquisition and development of software within DOD. Software 
related VEeps are extremely rare because it is not widely 
accepted that Value Engineering applies to software. 
[Ref. 21; P.270] 
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'C'his chapter will present a basic 3pplication of the 
methodologies of Value Engineering to scftware acquisition. 
Further analysis will cover actual applications of scftware 
Value Engineeri ng. 
B . VALUE ENGINEERING CONCEPTS 
To consider the application of Value Engineering to 
software, a review of the basic definition is required. The 
FAR defines Value Engineering as, 
... an organiZed ef f ort to analyze the functions of 
systems, equipment, facili ties, services, and 
supplies fo:::- the purpose of achi eving the essential 
functions at the lowest life cycle cost consistent 
with required performance, reliability, quality and 
safety. [Ref. l!: P.48-2J 
This fairly straightforward definition has a very basic 
meaning that does not appear to cormnunicate any limitations to 
the reader. This definition fulfills the explicit purpose of 
Value Engineering as presented by Mr Miles by identifying 
c.nnecessary cost in an item and making a decision to eliminate 
that cost. [Ref. 19: P.viii] 
At this paint it is appropriate to introduce the 
definitions of software and software engineering to this 
analysis. Software is defined by Webster's dictionary as 
1. Written or printed data, as programs, routines, 
and symbolic languages, requisite to computer 
operations. 2. Documents containing information on 
computer operations and maintenance. 
[Ref. 27: P.llOS] 
Software engineering is defined by Barry W. Boehm in Software 
Engineering Economjcs as: 
.•. the application of science and mathematics by 
which the capabilities of computer equipment are 
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made u seful t o man via computer pr:::Jgrams , 
procedures, and associat.ed docu.:nentat i on. 
[Ref. 4:: P.l6] 
Mr Bcehm amplifies t his definit~on one step further by statir,g 
that a good software engineer produces software that is 
"useful to :nan." To be "useful to :nan" means that software is 
affordabl e ar.d perfonr.s fur.ctione required by society. The 
central theme of his book appears to revolve around the 
software engineerir.g concept of controlling software cost in 
order tc! fulfil l hurnar. needs. [Ref. 4: P.l?] 
1 . Software Development 
Each software development project begins with a review of 
available techniques ar.d processes that are used to develop 
software. To ensure quality software is produced, appropriate 
management attention must be directed in the areas with the 
potential to generate challenges beyond original expectations. 
Software deve l opment is extremely complex and can be compared 
to the construction of aircraft. Aircraft manufacturers use 
a variety of tool s, materials, and processes to develop an 
aircraft consistent with contract requirements. 30th software 
and aeronautical engineers constantly look for new techniques 
and processes to improve their products. [Ref. 2: P.l) 
Figure 3 outlines the steps typical of software 
development for a large scale software project. Each step 
contributes to the production of specific software products. 
[Ref. ]: P.2·2). These products are usually associated with 
a list of functional requirements that evolve from incomplete 
drafts to highly detailed specifications [Ref 13: P.24j. 
It can be seen from Figure 3 that software deve l opment 
can be a complicated process. In order to apply the 
methodologies of Value Engineering, specific software 
engineerir::g methodologies must also be revi ewed 90 'Chat 
similarities can be analyzed. 
Figure 3 From Ref [3] 
The sections that follow will compare software 
engineering methodologies with applicable Value Engineering 
methodologies. 
Weinberg' B Experiment: 
In software engineering, an honorable goal for a 
software developer would be to provide sofc ware products that 
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fulfill the needs of a customer in a unifcrm manner. In other 
'Hords , if a customer specifies that he desi!'es a soEt'''''a!'e 
product to exhibit certaiYl cha!'acte!'istics, such as program 
efficiency or prog!'am clarity, ~hen the customer would 
normally no~ expect other cha:racte:r istics to suffer as a 
:result of preferring one over others. This soft'Hare 
engineering concept is :<nown as "T:'1e Plurali'.:y of Goals." The 
p l urality of goals means that different software goals 
conflict with each other in software deve l opment. This means 
that if one particular software goal receives special 
emphasis, then o tr.er software goals will most likely suffer as 
a result. [Ref. 4; P.20-2l] 
In Wienberg's experiment, five teams were given a 
prograIllllling assignment. The assignment was the same for each 
team, however, each team was to p l ace special emphasis on a 
specific software goal. The teams were each given a different 
a goal to concentrate on. The results showed t:hat all the 
other software goals analyzed suffered as a result of 
concentrating on one specific goal. Figure 4 shows the 
resu l ts of the experiment in which the plurality of goals is 
demonstrated. Mr. Boehm points out that the first team whose 
objective "effort to complete" shows that 
... pure concentration on minimizing the software 
development budget and schedule is likely to have 
bad effects for software life- c ycle budget. 
[Ref. 4: P.21J 
From a Value Engineering standpoint, one would 
question and challenge every aspect of the plurality of goals 
in order to achieve the highest levels of value. One 
applicable Value Engineering technique is to "Use information 
from only the best source_" Some useful questions that should 
be asked woul d include: 
• Why is memory our most important software goal? 
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• How impor:.ant is progr:un clarity to our organization? 
• Why should output clarity be considered? 
• Would other software goals better suit our needs and 
why? 
• Who can provide the best answers; the software engineer 
or the customer? 
• What are our real requirements, will something else 
suffice? (Ref. ~9: P.48] 
Team OOjootiw.: 
Opllmlze 
Effort to (omplell:l 




R98llIIiI'1; Ra,"Jk on Penorma!"ctl" 
---N-,_-ol ""m"Y ~o,,,m """"' 
Statements ~L':CjlI Lred :-::arily Clarity 
Figure 4 From Ref (4] 
This type of value analysis may result in a posi t ive 
value change to the original requirement. Weinberg's 
experiment demonstrates that all software characteristics are 
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:1ot represented u:1ifonnly in the developmer.t process as O:1e 
would think. This makes it essential taat the user is 
provided the oppo!"tunity to examine their requirements in 
detai l . In software devel opment, use:r involvement requi:res 
additional emphasis due i:1accurate or incomplete 
req-J.irements defi:1itio:1, cO:1flicti:1g :1eeds, user resistance, 
a:1d comrnur,ication b:reakdowns [Ref. 20: P.32]. Thoroughl y 
challengir.g all re l evant aspects regardir.g the software goals, 
as suggested above, is required to provide useful information 
that will lead to decisions that wil l result in addit.i::mal 
value to the cust.omer. [Ref. 19: P. 48] 
b. Marginal AnalysiB 
One method to assess value in software engineering 
is to graph value relative to cost. Mr. Boehm discusses this 
approach by stating, 
The total value (TV) of an inforrr.ation processing 
system is its effectiveness when expressed in the 
same units used t.o express the cost (C) of the 
system. In that case, the net value (NV) is defined 
as t.he effectiveness-cost difference, NV-TV - C 
[Ref. 4: P.208 ) [Parentheses added] 
Figure 5 shows the cost funct.ion C (x) graphed with 
the Tot.al Value function TV(x). It. can be seen that for any 
given activity, Net Value is maximized at. activity level 
~ax' which is where Net. Value has the largest posit.ive value. 
[Ref. 4: P.206] 
Figure 6 shows t.he net value function which could be 
derived from Figure 5 simply by subtracting total value frem 
Notice how when NV is negative, the activity is 
undergoing a phase of investment. When NV is positive, the 
act.ivity level is profitable. Beyond activity level x 2 ' the 
organization is no longer profitable and has over invested. 
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~. u ; ~ , C NV_ 
"'1 X""" X 2 
Activity leooelx 
Figure 5 From Ref [4] 
NV ... 
Ib) 
Figure 6 From Ref [4] 
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Mr Boehm points out that the slope of the NV curve or marginal 
net: value (MNV) can be used for decision :nak~ng purposes. 
According to 30elL"Tl, three conclusions can be made from ::he 
L If the MNV is positive, increase the activity 
level . 
2 . If the MNV is nega':ive, decrease ':he activity 
level. 
3. If the MNV is zero, the activity level is 
optimal (~) . [Ref. 4: P.209l 
In a Value Engineering study it is beneficia l to 
"Get all available cost". For cost to be meaningful, accurate 
figures must be developed to make informed management 
decisions. Cost behavior will fluctuate depending on the 
['.ature of an organization's cost elements and tl1e activity 
l evel at which it operates. Rates such as overhead, labor, 
and material, can exhibit variations at different levels of 
output. Rates can also impact cost as evidenced by various 
levels of efficiency or economies of scale. As activity 
levels change, each change in cost should be questioned ':0 
determine its true mean ing and its resulting impact upon the 
organization. Mr Miles states the importance of getting all 
available costs : 
without meaningful cost, decisions will not, and 
cannot, be made to provide good value. 
[Ref. 19; P.45l 
TO accurately collect the cost data presented in 
Figures 5 and 6, a thorough analysis of all relevant cost da::a 
must be reviewed for all activity levels as discussed earlier 
in order for these graphical dep ictions to be :neaningful and 
accurate for the user. This is true for all organizations 
since cost structures for each sof t ware development project in 
an organization is completely different from any other 
software development proj ec t , [Ref. 19: P. 42] 
Value measurements cannot b e extracted f rom an 
organizat~on ' 13 accounting ledgers, but must be determined from 
an assessment of utility or worth. Recall that value is a 
measure of utility and worth resulting from some de tailed 
ana l ysis which satisfies a recognized need. [Ref. 18 : P.2 3] 
c. Goldplating 
Any product, whether it is hardware o r software can 
experience excessive cost in development simply by adding 
"nice to have items" that do not add val ue to the customer. 
In software enginee r ing, "goldplating" makes the j ob larger 
and adds costs which are disproportionate to original software 
requirements. One common method to make the software job 
larger , and increase the cost significantly, is to succumb to 
the temptation to add additional software engineering t o a 
large software project . [Ref. 4: P.191] 
According to Boehm, "go l dplating" can result from 
adding unneeded feature s to software requirements. Three of 
his examples include: 
(1) Instant Response Time: Overloading processing 
systems with rapid response times for all 
transactions that exceed user requi rements. 
(2) Pinpo i nt accuracy: Requiring systems to produce 
mathematical calculations to 4 digit accuracy 
versus 2 d i g it accuracy. 
(3) Everything for everybody: Systems developed 
whi c h provi de a corporat i on's entire information 
processing needs into one comprehensive integrated 
system. [Ref. 4: P.192J 
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In Value 3n gineeri..ng, "Us i ng industry spec i a lises to 
extend s~ecial i zed knowledge , " coul d be used to chal lenge the 
tenden cy to "goldp l ate" software produ c ts [Ref . 19; P.71: . 
Getting appropriate l evels of value in a product or system 
requires chal lenging a ll known a l ternatives i n order for 
rranagers to rr.ake value decisions. Appropriate questions to 
ask in this category shoul d include; 
• What is the exact function the softwaJ:'e must perfo= 
and why? 
• Who ::'8 in the best position to define the unique 
requirements of the software and why? 
• What software costs are associated with identified 
functional requirements and why? 
• What other software solutions will satisfy i dentified 
requirements and what are their relative costs? 
[Ref. 1.9: P.71 J 
Asking pertinent questions t.hat are exhaustive in 
nature will challenge all relevant people that interact with 
an organization to specify minimwn unique requirements. This 
will ensure that appropriate levels of value will be achieved. 
For example, an airl ine reservat i on processing system 
must have an adequate response time capable of processing a 
predetermined or historical number of transactions per day. 
Value would be lost if the processing system had the capacity 
to process double or triple the maximum a:l1ount of transactions 
that are incurred on a day-to-day basis. On the other hand, 
a reservation clerk has to have the right a..'l1ount of time to 
process a transaction. What person is the best person to 
determine transaction processing time? The reservation clerk 
certainly is a key player because any clerk is physically 
l imited in what one person can do in one day. Therefore, they 
must be abl e to process a minimum amount of transactions to be 
efficient. The customer Or passenger waiting in a line also 
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has some tolerance for the average amount of t ime they are 
willing to spend waiting in a line, or on the te lepr..one, in 
order to service their requirements. The airline president is 
concerned that tOO much time is spent processing transactions 
and not enough time filling available seats on all flights. 
Flight attendants must know how much food and beverages to 
stock for each flight in order to meet customer demand for 
those who book reservations at the last minute, yet control 
cost goals at the same time. Operational analysis personnel 
need flight data to study trends to ensure resources are 
properly allocated to the most profitable routes traveled. 
The Federal Aviat ion Administration requires airlines to 
produce passenger lists immediately after takeoff in the event 
of an emergency. [Ref. 5: P.142J 
These exampl es show how many different types of people 
can be involved when considering minimum software requirements 
for an information processing system. To ensure optimum 
levels of value, the influence of a system should be analyzed 
against all applicable elements of an organization. This will 
provide management useful information that will indicate to 
what extent their requirements have been met and what may need 
to be done to eliminate unnec'essary requirements and 
inefficient cost. [Ref. 19: P.71J 
d. Legacy Systems 
One thing al l businesses inevitably experience over 
time is change. To sufficiently meet the needs of a 
competitive business envirorunent, software systems must also 
be capable of changing. However, those software systems that 
do not keep up with the changing times are classified as 
legacy systems. Legacy systems are informally defined as, 
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Large software systems that we do!'!' t )enow how to 
cO':Je with but that are vital t o our organization . 
(Ref. 1 : P,19] 
Replacing legacy systems in a business organization 
!:"equires a thorough analysis of how change has evolved over 
time. Software contains the rules of an organization that 
have accumulated over time, so a review of the software system 
rather than the human processes involved is required. In an 
organization normal business operations change over time, 
however., efficient change is impeded if software systems are 
not updated. organizations need to view software evolution as 
an integral part of software development. [Ref. 1: P.19-21j 
Avery Division of Avery Denninson, a $2.6 billion office 
supplies fi~ in Pasadena, California uses a company developed 
technique known as Avery Value Analysis as a solution to their 
legacy systems. Their approach is to consider a l l of the 
opportunities for changes in business processes, cost of 
processes, and al ternati ve processes. Cross - functional teams 
use brainstorming techniques as a means to compare and 
evaluate differences in their legacy and manual systems. 
This allows Avery to identify where changes, such as 
outsourcing requ i rements, need to be made in order to obtain 
better value. [Ref. 10: P.SB] 
Another method for an organization to apply Value 
Eng i neering to legacy systems, or any ot.her software system, 
is to analyze the business value of the system. Table 2 
!:"epresents a system broken down by key business applications 
and objectives. The rows represent business applications and 
the columns represent business object i ves_ This 
representation allows business applications to be compared in 
relation to business objectives. A weighted score is assigned 
to each business application based on relative importance or 
value to the organization. Complete rankings can then be 
prioritized for business applications in a rr.anner that 
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::ranslates numerical rankings into value rankings thaI: 
:nanagement personnel can use as a decision making tool. 
[Ref. 25: P.28] 
This method of Value Analysis provides management with 
the best information possible in a manner that is readily 
interpreted. Remember the Value Engineering technique that 
suggest to use only infor.nation from the best source. 
Cross-functional teams provide the best information possible 
because these teams are individuals who are most qualified or 
closest to the problem. People who work directly with the 
relevant aspects being analyzed are better suited to provide 
more reliable information to management personnel. Management 
must take this information and consider this input in terms 
such as reliability, credibility, and risk in order to make 
value decisions. [Ref. 19: P.49] 
Table 2 








Using a scoring system, such as the one presented above, 
assess value is an effective tool with unlimited 
applications. For example, the U.S. Air Force implemented a 
Value Engineering study that relied on a comprehensive scoring 
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systen tec:-:lnique to highlight inspection prccedures which 
dete=ined the need for rr.ainte:1ance req".lirerr.ents of all C-13JA 
aircraft wings. These r:taintenance requi::.-err.e:1ts were intended 
to correct st::.-uctura: deficiencies suc:"1 as co::.-rosio!1. crac:<s, 
and previous strJ.ct"Jra: :::-epai::.-s. Each structural deficie:1cy 
·.."as assigned a point vaLle detenni:1ed by the severity of the 
defect. C-IJ'JA aircraft wings with a score of 3000 or :nore 
::.-equired a complete wing overhaul. The success of this Value 
Engineering technique perrr.itted the U.S. Air Force to drop t:"le 
C-130A wing rehabilitation program from its annual budget. 
Total estimated savings over a three year period were 
calculated at over $68 million. [Ref. 15: P.ll] 
e. Software Reuse 
To consider software reuse as applicab::'e to Valc:.e 
Enginee::.-i::lg, a ::.-eview of the FAR is appropriate to define 
useful techniques. The FAR states that Value 3ngineering is, 
The =ormal technique by which contracto::.-s may (1) 
voluntarily suggest methods for performing more 
economically and share in any ::.-esulting savings or 
(2) be ::.-equired to establish a program to identify 
and submit to the Gove::.-runent methods for per=orming 
more economically. [Ref. ll: P.4S-2] 
Software reuse is the practice of using existing 
software assets to develop new applications. Reusable 
software can be code segments, specifications, design, test 
data and test plans, software tools, or anything associated 
with software. Software reuse can be viewed as a method. to 
reduce software development cost while improving software 
quality and reliability. [Ref. 33: P.2-S] 
The concept of reuse is common to all engineering 
disciplines. Products manufactured are usually developed 
using such things as techniques, designs, and processes which 
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have been previously brought into existence. For example, 
aircraft and automobiles are not manufactured from scratch. 
Existing designs, techniques, and knowledge are commonly 
reused in the manufacturing process to facilitate product 
development. In a similar wanner, manufacturing reuse can be 
;;odapted to software development, ll"aintenance, and acquisition 
processes . [Ref. 26: P . l] 
Congress and DOD have repeatedly stressed the 
importance of reducing software development and acquisition 
cost. Software reuse has proven to be a cost effective tool 
for both DOD and industry. The Reuse Executive Pr imer 
produced by the Software Reuse Initiative Program Management 
Office in February 1995 noted the following software reuse 
achievements: 
The Navy experienced a 26% reduction in required 
labor hours to develop and maintain its 
Restructured Naval Tactical Data Systems (RNTDS). 
Raytheon saw a SOt increase in productivity in its 
Missile Systems Division. 
Fuj i tsu' s Software Development for Electronic 
Switching Systems (ESS) began delivering 70," of its 
E8Ss on schedule (as opposed to only 20% before 
adopting reuse prinCiples) . 
The Army estimates a cost avoidance of $479.9 
million for its Tactical COIl'l1\and and Control 
System, allowing additional mission requirements to 
be addressed during a period of funding short 
falls. [Ref. 26: P.2] 
Value Engineering can be applied to software reuse 
by encouraging a contractor to utilize reuse to the maximum 
extent possible. Normally, a contractor is paid for the 
effort they spend writing the software. As additional lines 
of code are written, additional earnings are produced. To 
reuse code, a contractor can retrieve existing software from 
the DOD Reusable Ada Packages for Information systems 
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Development Center Library (RAPID) When reuse is substituted 
in the software developme:1t process, time and effort can be 
!"educed substantially. Value Engineerir.g results by 
trar.slating the resultir.g time and effcrt into acquisition 
savings which can be shared between the GoverIlll'.ent and the 
Although this usually means less money paid to a 
contracto r as a result of contract cost !"eductions, profits 
can still be significant through cos t eliminatior .. 
[Ref. 1 4 : P.38] 
Although Va l ue Engineerir.g works well in theory for 
software reuse, it is difficult to apply in practice. The new 
military standard for software development and documentation 
is MIL-8TD-49B which superseded MIL-STD-2167A. The purpose of 
MIL-8m·49B is to establish uniform requirements for software 
development and documentation. MIL-STD-49B requires 
contractors to identify and e valuate reusable software 
products for potential use when competing for a contract. 
This information is docwnented in the contractor's software 
development plan. Obviously, this prevents a contractor from 
voluntarily suggesting economical software 
alternative in the name of Value Engineering until after the 
contract has been awarded. However, depending upon the 
competition involved in a particular contract, the Government 
has the advantage of being more informed than the contractor 
about the potential number of software reuse opportunities 
because all the offerors competing for the contract identify 
known software reuse products applicable to the requirement. 
[Ref. 6: P.B] 
f. Soft:ware Maintenance 
Software maintenance represer_ts a significar.t 
portion of software life-cycle costs. The cost associated 
with maintaining software in DOD after fielding is approaching 
70% of the total software cost. A critical management concern 
in DOD is that the requirements for software maintenance 
personnel is estimated to increase by 12% per year. However, 
the current availability of qual ified personnel to satisfy 
software maintenance requirements is only increasing by 4\ per 
year. [Ref. 9 : P.7-2] 
)1aintaining software is not the same as maintaining 
hardware . Hardware requires maintenance because components 
eventually break down over time. Whe n hardware components are 
replaced, t he item's original configuration rema ins intact. 
When software requires maintenance, sof t ware 
configuration is created because code must b e modified or 
added to support a required capability. [Ref. 9: P.7·S] 
At this point it is appropriate to define software 
maintenance. Software maintenance is defined as, 
The process of modifying exis ting operational 
software whi le leaving its primary functions 
intact . Software maintenance is classified into 
two main categories: ( 1) Softwa re update; which 
results in a changed functional specification for 
the software product and ( 2) Software repair; which 
leaves the funct ional spec i fication intact. 
[Ref. 4: P.S34] 
Po r cost and p l anning considerat ions, software maintenance 
considerations are critical during the planning and 
requirements phase of development. I f an e rror or desired 
software change is detected early in the development phase, 
the problem is relatively easy to correct. When errors are 
not detected unt i l after the software is fielded, the 
correction and effort required is very significant. Changes 
must be made to records such as maintenance, training, and 
operational manuals. Additionally, there is an administrat ive 
burden that is also incurred since management attention must 
usually address any changes to organizational matters in a 
formal manner. Corrections that are not made in the planning 
and require~ents phase can cost up to 10C times more to fix 
a fter the software has beer. fielded. [Ref . 4: P.4 0 ] 
{ll Desigu Analysis/Value Analysis Checklist. In 
Value Engineering, two conceptual tools that are useful 
detennining value are design anal ysis and value analysis 
checklists. Design analysis is a methodical step·by-step 
design review of an item whic:, is then compared to the 
function the item performs. A design analysis deter:nines 
whether an item can be eliminated, simplified, subst i tuted, or 
changed to facilitate a more economical production process. 
A value analysis checklist analyzes the function of an item 
agai:1st an extensive checklist which is used to evaluate the 
i tem's value. Any question on the checklist which does not 
provide a satisfactory answer regarding an item's value is 
challenged until an acceptable alternative can be found that 
provides satisfactory improvement. [Ref. 4: P.562-563] 
Ir, software development, future maintenance actions 
should be considered as early as possible to reduce total 
software life cycle cost. Any product, whether it is software 
or hardware, can be designed to facilitate future ma i ntenance. 
Two positive examples which could aid future maintenance for 
a software product include: 
A document in which pages, figures, and tables are 
numbered by major headings, e.g. 1-1, 1-2, ... ,2 - 1, 
2 - 2, ... , so that insertions and deletions may be 
made without renumbering the entire document. 
[Ref. 3: P.3-10j 
A program which is deliberately designed to fit 
into less than the available resources (core, disk, 
tape, mass storage, etc.), so as to leave room for 
modification. [Ref. 3: P.3 - 10] 
A design analysis focuses on an item's function and 
cost. In software engineering, the design phase of software 
development is the production process. This is conducive to 
software design analysis since its documer.tation must ex."ibit 
functional completeness and traceability back to functional 
specifications. To control future maintenance cost, software 
maintenance should be easily identified and controlled to the 
maximum extent possible. [Ref. 2: P.164] 
Future value of a software system can be preserved 
with a rigid design analysis made up of an extensive checklist 
of questions. This checklist can be developed using a Value 
Engineering technique known as brainstorming. Although the 
challenges to a design could be numerous, some questions a 
software maintainer might consider evaluating include the 
following: 
What is the overall design philosophy? 
Are the system' 8 components coupled as loosely as 
possible? 
Have parameters of the system in areas of likely 
future change been identified? 
Have existing re-usable components been identified 
for incorporation into the system? 
Are the futUre system maintainers satisfied with 
the extent to which the system design satisfies the 
maintenance design goals set for it? 
Are the future system maintainers fully 
familiarized with the design philosophy? 
[Ref. 2: P.164j 
A value analysis checklist can a l so be generated 
using brainstorming techniques which can focus on potential 
maintenance areas that impact future value. Again, questions 
that could be evaluated to analyze future value include: 
What are the performance capabilities of the system 
and how might they grow? 
Which areas of requirement might become unnecessary 
and removable? 
Is there the possibility of a r.eed to have 
differer.t ve:!"sio:1s of t.he system with different 
capabilities? 
What are the implications on ll'.anpo' ..... er a:1d computer 
J:"esou~ces if the identified changes come about? 
Which a:!"eas of function have the greater chance of 
requiri:1g cha!1ge in light of experier.ce with the 
system. [Ref. 2: P . 104j 
(2) US ArlIIy Software Value Engineering Study. In 
1987, the U.S. Army COr:lll\unications Electronics Command (CECOM) 
i!'litiated a Software Value Engineering study in order to 
implement master plans for each Anny Command. The idea that 
Value Engineering could be applied to software engineering was 
based on the premise that the two disciplines were primarily 
people oriented. It was also thought feasible because 
software products might contain unnecessary or inefficient 
cost during software development and support processes. The 
study was: 
A joint effort between Value Engineers and Software 
Engineers to detennine if and how the methodology 
of Function Analysis, the heart of the Value 
Engineering/Analysis discipline, can be applied 
fruitfully to software development and support. 
[Ref. 21: P.269] 
The study found that fielded software products may 
include code that is inefficient, redundant, or dead. The 
cost of such code is clearly inefficient and unnecessary and 
some analysis is required to determine what, if anything, 
should be done to correct the code. In such a situation, 
relevant Value Engineering/Software Engineering questions 
should challenge the status of the code itself. The members 
of the study used a software orientated Value Engineering Job 
Plan that employed Functional Analysis System Technique (FAST) 
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d~agrarr.s to document a com."llon understanding of the software 
devel opment and support processes . 
In Barry Boehm's book on Software Engineering 
~, he describes the considerations and decisions 
involved when software maintenance is weighed against 
financial constraints. This is the basic thrust of the 1987 
CECOM study. Essentially, management must dec i de how much 
maintenance activity a software product must undergo before 
its value deteriorates [Ref. P. 545] . TO determine 
appropriate levels of value for an organization, a cost 
benefit or point of diminishing returns analysis might ask the 
following questions; 
At what investment are inputs being constuned 
without a great deal of resulting output? 
At what paint of diminishing returns will 
additional inputs produce re l atively little 
increase in output? [Ref. 4: P.189] 
A significant finding i n the 1987 CEeQM study 
focused on the issue of human communication. Software 
projects are normally made up of more than one person. 
Different people on software projects, all of wham exhibit 
fallible human traits, interact together to pursue a cammon 
goal. As the number of people in a proj ect becomes larger, 
communications become difficult and result in 
diseconomies of scale. Figure 7 shows how increasing a 
project can contribute to problems in communications. 
Boehm points aut that in a software proj ect with N 
people, there N (N-l) /2 potential interpersonal 
communication paths. For example, with N"'4 people there are 
6 different communication paths possible. with more people on 
a project there are more possibilities for social differences 
to disrupt communication and impede efficiency. The only way 
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to avoid these problems ::'s to 1:educe the nwrber of people on 
~he projec:. as much as poss,--ble [Ref . 4: P.19J] 
Involvement from maintenance personnel early ir. t~e 
system de~in::'tior. stage of software deve::'opment was found to 
ef:ective::'y reduce :.otal software life cyc::'e cost. T:1.is 
find::'r.g alone is t:1.8 corner stone of Value Engir.eering. 
N ., 
N' B 
Figure 7 From Ref [4J 
Recall trom Figure 1 that Value Engineering is best applied in 
the R&D and design stages of development because management 
decisions will "lock cost" into the item. This is a crucial 
lesson particularly with the computer age experiencing rapid 
increases in the development at software languages, processes, 
and products. [Ref. 4] 
c. SOMKARY 
Throughout this chapter the methodologies of Value 
Engineering were applied to the development of computer 
sottware. The approaches taken for each of the examples cited 
above demonstrates what Value Engineerir.g is ar.d what ic is 
It is impor~ant to remember that Value Engineering is a 
valuable tool because it is a philosophy and not a science and 
therefore makes it applicable to such processes as software 
development and acquisition. 
Chapter IV will present and analyze the perceptions of 
OeD program managers and software engineers to detennine ~he 
extent to which Value Engineering can be successfully applied 
to software development. 
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IV. DOD PROGRAM MANAGER AND SOFTWARE ENGINEERING PERCEPTIONS 
OF VALUE ENGINEERING IN SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT 
INTRODUCTION 
This chapter wil l present and analyze the perceptions of 
DOD prograrr. managers and software engineers with regard to the 
application of Value Engineering methodologies to software 
development. The information in t:'1is chapter was primarily 
accumul ated through the use of 335 surveys rrailed to DOD 
Program l'I'..anagers, U. S. Navy Systems Commands, and Defense 
Contract l'I'..anagement Couunand Districts. There were 81 
responses which represent a return rate of 24%. 
The questions used in the surveys were designed 
provided a brief description of how Value Engineering might be 
applied to software. The survey was deliberately designed to 
include six questions as requested by various program managers 
queried during initial research investigation. A copy of this 
survey can be found in the Appendix. Responses were primarily 
written by software engineers or personnel with extensive 
software experience. 
All responses provi ded some information that was unique 
in some way to the respondents' personal opinions or to the 
working environment of the military commands to w:'ich they 
were assigned. 
SURVEY QUESTIONS AND ANALYSIS 
1. Question one 
The Federal Acquisition Regulat i on (FAR), Part 48, 
discusses Value Engineering (VE) requirements. In your 
opinion, does VE apply to computer software? If your answer 
" 
is no, please state specifically what subpart of FAR Part 48 
precludes the use of VB in computer software acquisition and 
why. If your answer is yes, please state specifically what 
subpart of FAR Part 48 does apply to software acquisition and 
why it does. 
Response; Among the responses, 7~t indicated that FAR 
Part 48 does apply to computer software, 15t indicated that 
FAR Part 48 did not apply, and ~4\ provided no response. 
All the surveys that reported Value Engineering does 
apply to software acquisition effectively communicated strong 
support for the VE/software relationship in the FAR. Those 
that responded favorably provided one or more of the following 
remarks (frequency of remark is indicated in parenthesis); 
1. FAR Part 48 can be interpreted to apply to 
software based on the concept or general definition 
provided in the FAR: "VE is the formal technique by 
which contractors may voluntarily suggest methods 
for performing more economically and share in any 
resulting savings." (15) 
2. There is nothing in FAR Part 48 that precludes 
the use of Value Engineering ~n software 
acquisition. (12) 
3. Value Engineering applies to software when its 
purpose is achieving the essential function at the 
lowest life ~ cycle cost consistent with required 
performance, reliability, quality, and safety_ (11) 
4. In FAR 52.248-1(b} (1)&(2), a Value Engineering 
Change Proposal (VECP) must: Require a change to 
this, the instant contract to implement: and (2) 
results in reducing the overall projected cost to 
the agency without impairing essential functions or 
characteristics. (5) 
5 _ Value Engineering applies to software when it 
is viewed as a process. (5) 
Surveys which indicated Value Engineering could not be 
applied to software provided the following responses 






recurring cost in prcduct i cn. 
only once, there are no 
so:tware, o!11y redevelopment. 
2. Software development is considered 
Architect-E:1gi:1eeri:1g :A&E) which is not 
?AR Parts 48.001(b) :2) and 48.104-1(cj. 
3. There is no method known to quantify Value 
Engineering savings i:1 software developrr.ent. (2) 
4. The 30vernment does not buy the software, it 
essentially buys the processes and methodologies 
that are bag e d on the Software Engir.eering 
Institute's Capability l-f.aturity Model :CMM). The 
:ive levels in the CMM a re used by the DOD to gauge 
software development risk. (1) 
~: This question was designed to determine 
whether respor.dents believed language in the FAR wa s intended 
exclusively for hardware items. Ini tial research 
investigation using telephone queries indicated a majority of 
contract i ng personnel did not believe, or had never considered 
that, Value Engineering could be applied to software. 
survey research methodology was detenuined to be the best 
course of action to determine what specific elements of FAR 
Part 48 could be viewed to preclude the use of Value 
Engineer i ng methodologies in software development. 
I t is interesting to note the differences in the 
:avorable and unfavorable responses to th i s question. Among 
the favorable responses, there was widespread acceptance of 
the Value Engi neering/software relat i onship contained in the 
language of the FAR Part 48. The surveys consistently 
reinforced the idea that Value Engineering, as outlined in the 
?AR, could be applied to anything whether it was software or 
hardware. 
Among the unfavorable responses, a cultural software 
development theme frorr. a business perspective was apparent in 
various forms. example, many software acquisitions 
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dcne in a competitive environment where a Value Engineer~ng 
program requirements clause is not required. In this 
sit:uation, the existence of competition alone is sufficient to 
guarantee the Government the lowest possible cost. Another 
example is provided in che Capability Maturity Model (CMM) 
where a contractor's software development proficiency is rated 
on one of five possible levels, five being the best. The CMM 
for software provides software engineers with an organized 
strategy for process improvement. The CMM focus on process 
improvement sounds very similar to the concepts of Value 
Engineering . However, the name "Value Engineering" is not 
specifically identified as such within the scope of process 
improvement in the software engineering environment. 
2. Question TWo 
The U.S. Army has applied Value Engineering to software 
What unique characteristics of software reuse exist 
that are applicable to the methodologies of VB? Should VE be 
applied to other areas such as commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) 
software products? 
Response: This question was designed to assess the 
legitimacy of Value Engineering methodologies in software 
This question was complicated by the current legal 
issues, such as intellectual property rights and liability 
concerns, which currently plague effective software reuse in 
DOD. Fifty nine percent of the respondents indicated that the 
methodologies of VB could be could applied to software reuse. 
Fifteen percent of the respondents did not believe the 
methodologies of VE could be applied to software reuse. 
Twenty six percent of the respondents did not provide a 
response. 
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Those that responded favcrably provided one or more at 
the following respcnses ( frequency of remark is indicated in 
parenthesis) : 
1 . VE can be applied to software reuse if it 
reduces life - cycle costs and improves reliability. 
(15) 
2 . Reuse of software to reduce the number of lines 
of code to be written is a candidate for VE 
incentives. (9) 
3. Value Engineering methodologies can be appl ied 
to anything, therefore. software reuse and COTS are 
valid candidates. (7) 
4 . Value Engineering can be used to provide 
alternatives; software reuse and COTS can be 
considered suitable alternatives. (2) 
s. Value Engineering can be a valid solution for 
software reuse and COTS provided the measured 
effort to develop a new application does not exceed 
what would have been required to develop the 
original software requirement. {1) 
Those that responded unfavorably provided one or more of 
the fo l lowing responses (frequency of remark is provided in 
parenthesis) : 
1. Value Engineering does not apply to COTS since 
it is commercial in nature. (7) 
2. The practice of using software reuse in DOD 
has not matured enough to effectively use Value 
Engineering methodologies. (3) 
3. COTS by definition is acceptable as is; 
changes cannot be made in the name of Value 
Engineering to a COTS product. (2) 
4. Potential software reuse and COTS solutions 
are required by MIL-STD-498 to be addressed prior 
to contract awards. (1) 
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Analysis: A majority of the favorable responses shared 
a common indepth understanding of the methodo logies of Value 
Engineering. Th i s indication was reinforced by some reference 
that the respondents had some previous experience or knowledge 
relat ing to Value Engineering and expressed unequivocally that 
the methodologies of Val ue Engineering did apply to software 
It was interesting to note that some of the favorable 
responses expressed an urgency or necessity to incentivize 
software reuse with an appropriate contracting tool such as 
Value Engineering in order to fulfill the potential savings 
reuse has to offer DOD. 
Despite the fact some respondents suggested there have 
been studies in the software engineering commun i ty to 
determine how Value Engineering applies to software reuse, the 
submission of VEeps for reuse are virtually non-existent. 
Based on some of the suggestions presented in the surveys, 
this reflects an indication that the utilization of software 
reuse is not yet widely accepted within DOD. 
3 _ Question Three 
Some quality characteristics of software include, but are 
limited to, understandability, portability, 
maintainability, testability, and usability. To what extent 
the methodologies of VE be applied these 
characteristics? 
~: A software product developed with superior 
software engineering exhibits all the quality characteristics 
listed above. However, if a software product lacks quality 
characteristics i t may not sufficiently meet the requirements 
of the user (Ref. 3: P.3 - 3]. 
This question was presented to determine the extent to 
which a VE emphas i s on any part i cular software quali ty 
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c:"1aracteristic may contribute additional value to a user in 
the develop:nent of software. Sixty percent of the respondents 
:.. ndicated that VB methodologies cou ld be appl ied to quality 
sof'tware characteristics; 24%- indicated that VB methodologies 
did not apply to quality software characteristics i and 16% 
provided no response to ::he quest i on. 
Those that responded favorably provided one cr more of 
the following responses (f requency of remark is indicated in 
parenthesis) : 
1. VE methodologies can be appl ied to the extent 
that developIl'.ent and life-cycle cost are reduced. 
( 15) 
2. VE increases functionality due to improved 
processes which results in decreased effort and 
code reduction. (9) 
3. VE can be applied to anything. particularly 
qual ity characteristics which are most important to 
the user and can be measured. (9) 
4. VB methodologies can enhance portability and 
maintainability quality characteristics due to 
longterm considerations affecting life- cycle costs. 
(8) 
5. VB applications provide alternative solutions 
and tradeoffs by analyzing basic functions and 
overall design structures. (4) 
Those that responded unfavorably provided one or more of 
the following responses (frequency of remark is provided in 
parenthesis) : 
(1) VB savings must:. be quantifiable in the 
software environment. Calculating accurate 
measures of savings are too difficult to determine. 
(6) 
(2) VE has no application since software quality 
characteristics are identified early in the 
specifications and operational requirements 
documentation. (2) 
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( 3) VE methodologies do r.ot relate to software 
qua l ity characteri stics . (2) 
(4) VE is geared to production unit cost; software 
production cost is insignificant in this case. (1) 
~: Since software quality characteristics 
indicate the extent to which good software engineering takes 
place during development, it appears logical that some 
characteristics might be more relevant than others in terms of 
VE. 
A cornman theme among the favorable responses indicated 
that all o f the qual ity software characteristics were 
theoretical ly applicable to the methodologies of VE. It is 
interesting to note tha t maintainability and portability have 
been specifical ly identified as having direct VE applications. 
Figure e shows the rising cost of software maintenance 
re l ative to software development. 
''''' ~ k / MAOOmANCE I~ 
Figure 8 From Ref [21] 
Based on the survey responses and the numerous considerations 
and alternat i ves discussed in Chapter III, it would suggest VB 
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is a va:"id methodology Eor software ll'aintenance , The 
portability characteristic also l ends it sel f well to VE since 
it applies co two basic questions that are addressed in a::lY VE 
study; (1 ) What else woul d do the job? and {2) What would the 
alternative cost? 
Measuring the value of quality software characteristics 
is subjective in nature because there is no single quality 
:neasure [Ref. 3: P.3-1J. From a contracting perspective, it 
is apparent from the FAR that VE is not intended for measures 
of subjectivity. The FAR emphasizes a tangibl e "unit cost" 
for proc1uc t iO!l. Because software is not considered a tangible 
product, the di fficu lty in placing a tangible VE savings 
becomes real and validates the usage of a Cost-Plus-Award-Fee 
CO::ltract 'Ilhere sub jectivity is the basis o f measurement. 
4. Question Four 
The software development process includes structured 
phased/steps. Can the methodologies of VE be applied to any 
phase in the software development process? Are there any 
particular phases that do not apply? 
~: This question was designed in order to 
determine the applicability Of Value Engineeri::lg beyond the 
restrictive language of the FAR which emphasizes unit cost. 
The question was also intended to provide an indication of how 
familiar software engineers a re in the area o f Value 
Engineering. Sixty four percent of the respondents i ndicated 
that the methodologies of Value Engineering applied to the 
software development phases. Seventeen percent of the 
respo!ldents indicated that the methodologies of Value 
Engineering did not apply the to the software development 
phases. TWenty two percent provided no response to the 
question. 
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Those that responded favorably provided one or more of 
>:.he following responses (frequency of rerr.ark is i ndicated in 
parenthesis) : 
1 . applies any phase of software 
development that will initiate changes to a 
contract and will lower total l ife-cycle cost. (3S) 
2. VE produces greater savings when implemented 
in the earliest stages of software development . 
( IS) 
3 VE can be applied if new techniques provide 
new tools or processes that ultimately reduces 
software development costs. (7) 
4 . VE is best applied when a basel ine or 
configuration has been established. (3) 
5 . VB studies can optimize software development 
processes by tracing and analyzing overall mission 
requirements. (I) 
Those that responded unf avorably provided one or more o f 
the following responses (frequency of remark is provided in 
parenthesis) : 
1. VE does not apply to software development. DOD 
is actually purchasing the most optimal software 
development process available. (3) 
2. Software development is considered R&D. FAR 
Part 49 specifically excludes R&D efforts. (2) 
3. Economical advantages cannot be accurately 
defined in the phases/steps of software 
development. (1) 
4. Defini tions common to VB are intended for 
hardware applications. The Software Engineering 
discipline uses unique definitions that do not 
translate well with "hardware" applications. (l) 
Analysis: DOD software engineers have sufficiently 
demonstrated a strong working knowledge of Value Engineering. 
The responses strongly suggest that the concepts of Value 
3ngineering can be applied ::0 software deve lopment phases. 
Numerous responses indicated basic VE d9plications such as 
"early VE involvement". Other responses !'loted that VE changes 
which result in "reduced life -cycle cost" clearly indicate a 
positive VE/software developmer:t relat ionship. 
However, there is general agreerr.er,t that a!'ly savings 
i:1curred as a result of Value Engineeri!'lg techniques 
subj ective i:1 nature. Furthermore, these savings are 
extremely difficult to measure with accuracy. 
Since DOD uses tr.e rat.ing levels defined in the Software 
Engineering Institut.e's Capability Maturit.y Model as source 
selection criteria, any changes in what is already perceived 
as an optimal software development process is viewed with a 
high degree of skeptic i sm. Changes to tr.e software 
development process tend to have a high potential for cost 
growth. As a result, suggested changes attract considerable 
management attention in order to control sensitive budget 
constraints. 
5. Question Five 
What can or should be done within DOD, if anything, t.o 
e!'lcourage the use of VE in software acquisition/development 
(e.g. education, award programs, designate Goverrunent savings 
for use in generating additional savings incentives for 
contractors, etc.)? 
~: This question was designed to determine if DOD 
VB program initiatives are effective in their current form. 
Survey respondents were presented with the opportunity to 
justi fy the e xclusion of VB in software if applicable. Twenty 
t.hree percent of the respondents did not address the question 
while 9t indicated no need to encourage additional ir:centives. 
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Sixty eight percent provided recortUl'.ended changes to encourage 
improvements. 
Those that responded with recor.unendations to improve VE 
program incentives provided one or more of the following 
responses (frequency of remark is indicated in parenthes i s) : 
1. Additional emphasis on education is required. 
(25) 
2. Award procedures need improvements 
incentivize contractors. Profit is the bottom line. 
( lO) 
3 . Evolving environmental/cultural changes will 
induce the required VB program changes. (6) 
4 . Incentivize VE by encouragJ.ng software 
reuse/COTS utilization. (6) 
5. Strong leadership commitment is required to 
make the VE program work effectively in software 
acquisition. (5) 
6. VE must be emphasized in the contract. (5) 
7. Revise FAR Part 48 to incorporate software 
acquisition. (4) 
8. Simplify the VECP submission process. 
Excessive requirements discourage VECP submissions. 
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Among those that responded with unfavorable conunents 
provided one or more of the following responses (frequency of 
remark is provided in parenthesis) : 
1. A paradigm shift (away from production unit 
cost reduction) must be addressed before VE can be 
effective in software acquisition. (2) 
2. VB will add unnecessary/excessive bureaucracy 
to software acquisition. (1) 
3. Award Fees are more appropriate than VE 
incentives in software acquisition. (1) 
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q, . VE is simply not add:cessed in soft'lIa~e 
developrne:1t/acquisit~on . (1 1 
Analy sis; It is interesting to nace the favorable 
recomme:1dations listed above reflect. the standard requirements 
{e.g. education, l eadership commitrr.ent, and streaml ining, 
etc.) of any successful DOD program. The U.S. Congress has 
doct:.mented the same recomme:1dations in orde r co improve the 
effectiveness of VE in Federal Agencies. The favorable 
responses share w.any of the same ideas for iIT.proving VE in 
software acquisition. These recommenda:.ions are typically 
easy to identify at the working level. However, they are also 
unusually difficult to implement and manage without consistent 
leadership a:1d oversight. [Ref. 16] 
The unfavorable responses consistently expressed a need 
to measure VE savings accurately. Another cormnon theme was to 
eliminate b:lreaucracy in the form of reducing the number of 
reviews and to focus on the Software Engineering Institute's 
CMM to save money. 
Approximately one half of the 23' of the respondents that 
did not address the question simply responded to unique 
software areas they thought were important. These respondents 
were from individuals with various engineering backgrounds. No 
indication was provided whether they had previous contracting 
experience or otherwise felt unprepared to respond. 
6. Question Six 
Additional Comments (?): 
Response: This question was intended to encourage 
respondents to provide relevant information about issues or 
concerns which could be addressed outside the framework of the 
survey. Thirty -:.hree percent of the respondents provided one 
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or more of the fo l lowing c omments (frequency of remar:<;: 
indicated in parenthesis ); 
1. The b i ggest problem in applying VE to software 
acquisition is quantifying savings. (5) 
2. VB is important to software from the 
maintainabili ty viewpoint. (4.) 
3. The basis of VB is that anything has the 
potential to be Value Engineered, including 
software processes. (3) 
4.. Configuration management can become a p roblem 
due to changes in user requirements. These changes 
can be cost prohibit i ve. (3) 
5. Software has an integral relationship with 
computer hardware which is not often displayed in 
Government and contractor organizations. This 
hinders good development processes including VE. 
(2) 
6. Everyone in DOD thinks s oftware development is 
"black magic, ~ and it is not. Software is no 
d i fferent than any othe r d i scipl ine , except that it 
is new . Neither is it easy. (l) 
~: The difficulty in accurately quantifying VE 
savings in software development is a common concern among 
software engineers. However, no responses indicated that 
quantifying VE savings could not be done. Mainta i ning 
software is another area of shared concern among software 
engineers because the amount of fielded software is growi ng. 
As discussed in Chapter III, this is a valid concern. I t 
costs more to maintain software once the initial design has 
been completed. [Ref . 9] 
It is interesting to note that this was the only question 
that prompted the connection between hardware and soft ware. 
Since software i s dependent upon hardware, it would seem 
logical that a VE software study would require corresponding 
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hardware components to undergo some scrutiny to determine if 
a l ternatives are available . 
C . SUMMARY 
This chapter reported and analyzed the perceptions of 
Program Managers, software engineers, and contracting 
specialists regarding the application of Value :;;:ngineering 
methodo:Cogies to software acquisition/development. 
significant majority provided favorable responses to questions 
one through five. It appears that nurll.erous Value Engineering 
opportunities and significant savings could be achieved if the 
current DOD Value Engineering program was modified to 
accommodate software acquisition . 
Various suggestions were made that could facilitate the 
required changes. However, based on the responses submitted 
a significant paradigm shift will be required to implement 
Value Engineering methodologies. For example, 4\ of the 
respondents specifically stated that after years of software 
engineering exper~ence, they had observed VE 
applications in software development. Three percent indicated 
that they used VE methodologies in software development. 
However, there were only four examples that could be recalled 
by software engineers where software VEeps were documented in 
the last five years. In one case, an Air Force contractor had 
to be made aware of the VE opportunity and even encouraged to 
submit the VEep. This suggests that Value Engineering 




V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
1\ . OVERVIEW 
Si:1ce the latter part of the 1980's, the Department of 
Defense (DOD) budge t has been shrinking. Value Engineering 
has been an effective cost saving technique for both 
Government and Industry alike. In a prepared response to the 
latest update to OMB Circular A-I)l, Dr. John Deutch stated, 
The DOD Value Engineering (VE ) program, through our 
internal and industry efforts, reports savings and 
cost avoidance of over $1 billion annually, more 
than any o ther DOD ccst reduct ion program. [Ref. 7 ] 
This statement eloquently demons trates that Va l ue 
Engineeri ng is a worthy program which warrants continued 
support wel l into the future. As DOD approaches the 21st 
century. senior management will u ndoubtedl y l ook to the most 
effective cost saving programs available. Value Engineering 
is one possible solut.ion t.o minimize the negat.ive effe c ts of 
downsizing t.he milit.ary est.abl ishment.. However, the success 
of a program such as Value Engineering wil l ult.imately depend 
upon DOD's abilit.y t.o manage t.he cult.ura l and political 
chal lenges of changing environments and smaller budget.s. 
The focus of t.his research was t.o determi ne how t.he 
Department of the Navy manages its Value Engineering program 
with respect. t.o comput.er software acquisition, and to what 
ext.ent. t.he methodol ogies of VB could be utilized t.o reduce 
e ver increasing computer software costs. This chapter will 




1. The Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) Part 48 
does apply to software acquisition . However, it was written 
with an emphasis on hardware and unit cost reduction. 
FAR Part 48 makes numerous references to "unit cos t" 
which are associated to the various definitions relating to 
acquisition savings. A term such as "unit cost" d oe s not lend 
i t self well to software acquis ition. "Uni t cost" t ends to 
relate to tangible items such as hardware. Software i s not 
considered tangible. 
Twenty seven percent of the survey responses spec i fically 
stated that VE doe s apply to software only because of t he 
general definition of VE characterized in FAR 48.101. Beyond 
t he general definition of VE, there i s no spec ific reference 
that discusses the calculation of acquisition savi ngs 
associated with software VECPs. As currently written , FAR 
Part 48 provides no guidance whatsoever in applying 
accurate saviIl:gs formula to software acquisitions. 
2. The methodologies of VB do apply to computer 
software development and acquisition. 
This conclusion is based on the nature of Value 
Engineering. Recall from Chapter II that VE is a philosophy 
and not an exact science. Anything can be "Value Eng ineered". 
regardless of whether it i nvolves hardware or software. Value 
Engineering challenges everything and excludes nothing to 
identify inefficient cost. Until an item or process has been 
dec l ared "absolutely perfect". then VE can always be ut il ized 
to achieve improvement. Mankind will always continue to 
strive to "buil d a bet t er mousetrap." 
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In softwa~e development, tr.ere a:-e several development 
processes and tools available Cr.at assist the software 
engineer. Scme processes and tools are better than others, 
b u t all are subject to improvement. It is important to keep 
in mind that as a discipline, software engineering is still 
relatively new. Since tr.e 1960's there have been incredible 
advances i n software developments which have t remendously 
increased the capability of e very major weapon system. Over 
the next 30 years, the metl"1.odologies of VE can be used to 
accelerate the development of software to unprecedented levels 
of performance that were previously thought to be impossible. 
3. DOD software acquisition policies do not effectively 
support the utilization of VB. 
We have seen from Chapters III and IV that software reuse 
and COTS can be considered valid candidates for VE. However, 
the military standard for development and documentation, 
MIL-8TD-498 precludes the use of VE for these applications. 
~eca l l that contractors are required to identify potential 
reuse/COTS solutions in their Request for Proposals. This 
virtually eliminates any possibility to employ VE solutions in 
software development after the contract has been awarded. 
Another area of software acquisition that precludes the 
use of VE in awarding a contact is based on the Software 
Engineering Institute's (SEI) Capability Maturity Model (C'MM). 
DOD contractors can have their software development processes 
rated by SEL The ratings in the CMM range from one to five 
levels; five being the best. When DOD contracts for software, 
it does not procure a tangible item, it procures the 
contractor's software development process to minimize risk 
associated with the complexity of the contract's requirement. 
To be competitive, a contractor must continuously improve 
their software development processes in order to progress to 
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level 5 in the CMM. One could argue that the process 
improvements contractors focus on to be competitive is 
actually Value Engineering . unfortunately, the term Value 
Engineering is not associated with the CMM. 
To that end, the term Value Engineering is not found in 
any DOD software publication or guideline. There are of 
course processes that can be "Value Engineered" in DOD 
software development, but these processes do not define the 
term as Value Engineering. 
4. Contracting personnel and Program Hanagers (PM) 
require additional training in software"development. 
Virtually everyone this researcher talked to regarding 
software VEeps expressed common difficulties in submitting 
VEeps. There are two significant problems involved, and both 
are related to each other. The first problem deals with 
educating contracting personnel. The second problem deals 
with the degree of difficulty required to get a software VECP 
approved. 
Education 
To successfully implement any VECP, contracting 
personnel must possess a basic understanding of the change 
being considered and how that change affects the contract. In 
the area of software development, contracting officers and PMs 
do not have the education to properly manage major weapon 
system contracts that are software intensive. 
IIi February 1995, the DOD Software Acquisition Best 
Practices Initiative Workshop in Warrenton, Virginia 
identified this deficiency as a significant management problem 
in software development. Various speakers at the Workshop 
reported two significant findings: (1) education problems 
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associated with contract::.ng officers result in poor contract 
administration because problems ir: softwar e development cannot 
be anticipated, identified, and/or corrected in a timely 
manner, and (2) ?Ms n e e d additional education in order to 
provide the Defense Acquisition Board valid information during 
Mi lestone reviews. 
Wi th the problems discussed above, this causes 
contracting officers and P:vIs to view software related VEeps 
with suspicion. A VEep will not get approved unless it is 
thoroughly understood by contracting officers and PMs. One 
survey response specifically stated t hat a software related 
VEep was disapproved because it was not believed that VE 
applied to s oftware. 
b. VEeP Avoida.Dce 
Because contracting officers and PMs do not have 
adequate training in software, software engineers will avoid 
VEeps as a contract incentive or requirements solution. 
Survey respondents who indicated previous experience in VE 
stated there is too much effort required to submit and follow 
up on _software VEeps. As a result, software engineers will 
seek alternative rr.ethods to fulfill their meet objectives . 
5. IDI:plementing VB methodologies in software 
development and acquisition will require dedicated management 
commitment to achieve acceptable levels of success. 
Value Engineering and software engineering 
different disciplines, particularly in DOD. This research 
concludes that there is ~o administrative mechanism currently 
available to connect them. There is no written instruction or 
guidance in DOD which specifically directs the use of VE in 
software acquisition. 
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Without such guidance o r i nstruction, it is incumbent 
upon management tc provide the leadership to make the 
necessary changes. Simply put: personne l in non-management 
pos i t ions cannot be expected to effectively incorporate 
drastic change without proper guidance from leadership. 
C. RECOMMENDATIONS 
1 . Any attempt to incorporate VB in software 
acquisition will first require a comprehensive analysis. 
Senior DOD management will need to determine the feasibility 
of such a change. 
As discussed earlier, there are no administrative 
mechanisms available in DOD to connect Value Engineering and 
Software Engineering. A comprehensive analysis would be 
required to determine what impact or influence the 
introduction of VE would have on software acquisitions. At a 
minimum, current guidance such as the new MIL-STD-498 would 
require considerable changes. In light of the dynamics of 
software acquisition, dramatic changes in basic procedure 
woul.d in all likelihood be extremely unpopular. Most people 
in Government naturally resist additional program requirements 
thrust upon them, regardless of the circumstances. 
In any event, a significant "paradigm shift" would have 
to occur in both industry and Government to incorporate VB in 
software acquisitions. This would obviously take time to gain 
acceptance. It would also take time to learn how to make the 
environment of software amenable to VE. However, if a study 
concluded VB should be incorporated in software acquisition, 
then t.he fallowing sub-recommendation would apply: 
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a. Revise FAR Part 48 
This section of ti'.e FAR was 'NTitten at a time when 
DOD was experiencing a military buildup. Today, DOD budgets 
have constrained the number of weapon systerr.s ti'.at are being 
purchased. DOD simply cannot buy the number of tan;<;:s, ships, 
and p l anes that it did in the 1980's. A FA.J<. revision is in 
order to accommodate smaller acquisition quantities. This 
revision wi l l also have to address simple procedures for 
calculating savings associated with soft',.,are VEeps. 
2. Determine and provide adequate software acquisition 
and development training to contracting officers and Program 
Managers. 
As discussed earlier, contracting officers and PMs do not 
have adequate training in software. It only makes good sense 
to require acquisition personnel to have more than a basic 
understanding of what they are buying. Every major weapon 
system in DOD is software intensive, therefore, no contracting 
officer or PM can avoid software related procurement s . 
Recall from Chapter 1 that in fiscal year 1994 , software costs 
for DOD were $42 billion. With so much time and money being 
spent on software, contracting officers and PMs should be 
adequately trained to manage the administrative difficulties 
associated with software acquisition. 
D. RESBAll.Cl! QUESTIONS 
The following subsidiary research questions were germane 
to the research effort; 
Wha t are the pripcipa l featllres of the U S Navy's VB 
The principal features of the Navy ' s Value Engineering 
program are based on various acquisition guidelines which 
incorporate the policies discussed in the FAR. To implement 
the regulations Congress outlines in the FAR . the Executive 
Branch of Government issued OMS Circular A-131 which directs 
Federal Agencies to use VE as management tool where 
appropriate. In DOD, the principal features of VE a re 
outlined in DOD I nstruction 5000 .2 These features essentially 
define VE in DOD and provide requirements for reporting al'.nual 
V3 activity statistics for each DOD component. The VE report 
is used to gauge the status of the VE program and to identify 
areas of improvement. 
Within the U.S . Navy, each Systems Command promulgates 
its own instruction to establish a Value Engineering program. 
These command instructions provide specific guidance in 
training and reporting procedures. specific staff positions 
are identified and explicit VE responsibilities are discussed. 
Field activities assigned to Systems Commands are included as 
action addressees. 
What is the role of the Value Engineering Change proposal 
(VECP) and how is it applied tq VE? 
The VECP is the contractual mechanism that implements VE 
in a contract. The VECP is used by contractors to docwnent 
suggestions which encourage a change to a contract. The 
is essentially attempting to justify a more 
economical method to fulfill contractual requirements. 
Therefore, a change resulting from the implementation of a 
VEep reduces the cos t of a contract . The corresponding 
reduction in cost is then shared between the Goverrunent and 
the contractor based on the share ratios listed in the FAR. 
What character; sties if any of computer software 
acmd sh j gn are most pert inent tg the applicat.iqD gf VE 
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value Engineering methodologies can be applied to several 
aspects of computer software acquisition. By analyzing 
software engineering concepts such as The Plurality of Goals, 
and l-'.arginal A.nalysis, VE studies can provide valuable insight 
into available alternatives. Each alternative can then be 
judged according to its perceived value by the user. 
Ultimately, the user will make a decision that rraximizes the 
value of the acquisition . 
Other unique aspects of software acquisition that can 
apply to VE include topics such as Goldplating and Legacy 
Systems. These aspects are much easier to understand in teL1lls 
of VE applications because they have relatively simple 
concepts that translate well with "hardware". 
One objective of Value Engineering is to reduce total 
life-cycle costs. This research demonstrated that VE in 
software maintenance applications can have a significant 
potential to reduce total life-cycle costs. Similarly, 
software reuse and COTS applications were also shown to be 
valid VE candidates. 
How do U.S. Navv contractors and jn-hmlse personnel view 
the concept of VE with regard to computer sgftware 
acmlisitign? 
Survey results in this research indicated that a majority 
of these people believe that VE does apply to software. 
However, there is no administrative mechanism available to 
connect VE and software acquisition. While contractors all 
agree they strive to continuously improve their development 
processes, it is clearly recognized that it is not being done 
in the name of VE. 
Value Engineering must be emphasized repeatedly in the 
area of software development in order to be effective. This 
includes the insertion of VE references in all DOD software 
manuals. Additionally, management must champion the VE 
software relationship. No DOD program succeeds without solid 
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backing from management. It is c learly not sufficient to make 
a one line reference that states VE applies to software in OMS 
Circular A-131 and DOD Instruction 5000.:2. There is much 
more that can be done in order to inundate VE in software 
acquisition. 
Wnat approach if any should the US. Navv Ilse tp 
facilitate the applicat ion of VE/VEeps to computer sof t ware 
a cquisition? 
Education is t he key that wil l facilitate the application 
of VE/VEeps i n computer software acquis ition. Contracting 
officers must be trained to identify unique opportunities 
where VE. can apply to software. As with any VE application, 
contracting officers must aggressively seek out VECP 
opportunities presented by contrac tors. To be successful, 
this will only happen if contracting officers have been 
properly trained. Value Engineering is done because it makes 
good sense. Accordingly, contracting officers must know what 
makes good sense in software acquis ition. 
The primary research mlestign for this study was· How 
and tg what extent can the Department of the Navy's Value 
Engineering Proaram be tltHized in the acouisit jgn of compu ter 
~
This research has demonstrated that Value Engineering Can 
be utilized in the computer software acquisition. This can be 
accomplished by applying the methodologies of VE to the 
following concepts of software engineering: 
(1) The Plurality of Goals. 
(2) Marginal Analysis. 
(3) Goldplating. 
(4) Software Maintenance. 
(5) Legacy Systems - Business Value Ana lysis. 
(6) Software Reuse/COTS. 
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Although there are opportunit':es available to utilize V3 
me thodo logies in software acquisition, there is very little 
evidence to suggest that the U. S. Navy takes advantage of 
tt'.o se opportunities. This research has L::lentified two 
distinct reasons wh ich directly contribute to the lack of VE 
in software acquisition . 
Contracting Officers and Program Managers lack adequate 
training and education in software to effectively imple!l1ent 
VE in software acquisition, To add to this problem, the DOD 
Value Engineering program as a whole has had a history of 
rranagement and visibility problems [Ref 34: P .17]. Withou t 
adequate training and education, the U.S. Navy's VE program 
cannot be effective in software acqu i s it ion. 
There is n o administrative mechanism t hat connects VE and 
software acquisition. OMB Circular A-131 and DOD Instruction 
5000.2 merely state i n one sentence that VE applies to 
software. PAR Part 48 makes no reference whatsoever to 
software. Furthermore, there is no specif ic u.s. Navy 
guidance that addresses a recommended approach to exploit VE 
opportunities in software acquisition. 
With the lack of VE emphasis in software development and 
acquisition, the focus on improving software development and 
acquisition processes are defined in MIL-STD-498 and the SEI 
Capability r.<.aturity Model. Both of these software guidelines 
are currently the preferred tools that contractors rely upon 
to concentrate on continuous improvement. By focusing on 
continuous improvement in the development of software, 
contractors can readily gauge their relative competitive 
position in the source selection process. This continuous 
improvement paradigm in software development currently 
obviates the need for VE. 
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Ii:. AREAS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
The following area is recommended for further research: 
Conduct an analysis of the top ten DOD contractors to 
determine what changes, if any, are currently being 
implemented in their VE programs. DOD has witnessed several 
defense contractors merge within the last five years. These 
mergers are occurring in the name of competition and survival. 
A useful study would concentrate on specific elements of a 
nnew contractor'sM VE program to determine which elements are 
successful and why. 
This analysis would necessarily investigate 
contractor's VE approach to subcontracting plans. The result 
a this study could shed light on how to effectively manage a 
VE program for subcontractors. DOD could use this information 
to efficiently manage reduced budgets and to assist other 
contractors in the hopes of keeping them competitive. 
In any event, this analysis could also provide insight 
into an e ffect ive management approach to VE. DOD will be 
procuring fewer weapons in the future and that will tend to 
reduce the VE opportunities that were available in the past. 
This is the right t ime to development new VE approaches in 
DOD. We simply cannot afford to do business in the future by 




The Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) part 48 
discusses Valt.:e Engineering {VEl requirements . I n your 
opinion, does VE apply to computer software? If your answer 
~s no, please state specifically what subpart of FAR part 48 
precludes the use of VE in computer software acquisition and 
why. If your answer is yes, please state specifically what 
subpart of FAR part 48 does apply t.o software acquisition and 
why it does. 
2. The U.S. Army has applied Value Engineering to software 
What unique characteristics of software reuse exist 
that are applicable to the methodologies of VE? Should VE be 
applied to other areas such a8 conunercial off the shelf (COTS) 
software products? 
3. Some quality characteristics of software include, but are 
not limited to, unde rs tandability, portability, 
maintainability, testability, and usability. To what extent 
can the methodologies of VB be applied to these reuse 
characteristics? 
4. The software development process includes structured 
phased/steps. Can the methodologies of VE be applied to any 
phase in the software development process? Are there a ny 
particular phases that do not apply? 
5. What can be done wi thin DOD, if anything, to encourage 
the use of VE in software acquisition/development ( ie. 
education, award programs, designate Govt. savings for use in 
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gene!'ating additional savings incentives for contracto:::.-s, 
etc.) ? 
6. Additional Cormnents (?): 
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